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However, after Anthony trampled the flag of his rival, the professor found his second wind. He hit the Sun Ray Dropkick and the North Lights for Victory.Sarah Schreiber asked Sraray Backstage on her first victory, but Dakota Kai interrupted to continue his most women's explanation that relationships always end up bad. But while she jumped to the
former NXT women's champion, Big Mami Cool has captured and hit the bomb Chingona. Drawn, Gonzalez helped the young loser at the foot of him and accepted his offer to collaborate in the Team Dusty Tag Classic.Resultonzalez Def. He hit a reverse I'm about victory. After calling Von Wagner for next week. Def. The Forever sample promised that
she didn't finish the night without her his NXT female championship match. The toxicated attraction went out of her while KLR went for her bat, but the group was not ready for her to hijack their van, riding with Dolin and Jayne. Gunther stopped the cordoon cold Messiah with a racing rope. Breed I think he has a key tag, allowing the brothers of the
belief to break down Bartel and Aichner until Gunther has forced the way in action. The knight instead challenged him in a game. Kknight had the gacy coil until Sanga arrived. Kevin Berge @ Theberge_Featured ColumnnistFebruary 2, 2022Credit: WWE.comWWE NXT The larger 2.0 stables are starting to collide. It is still a great wrestler who can
work with anyone. However, the script for this segment did not work at all. This corner needs a more real history behind it. Ray clarified because fans should root to her to Dethrone Rose. Escobar distracted the champion long enough for Mendoza to hit a splash of Phoenix. Forte also has chemistry working with the brothers of the belief. Her late
With Brutus it was really interesting. Gigi Dolin and Jacy Jayne were crazy from their loss last week and accepted a challenge to NXT Vengeance Day from Indi Hartwell and Persia pirotta for the TEM Team Team Lee Ray arrived to ask his title match. The 21-year-old is still learning, and she went to Lucky Roll-Ups to demonstrate her own step-by-step
tenacity.gonzalez and Jade are the only team guaranteed for the dusty team team and should be considered advance favorites. Dunne challenged Tony D'Angelo to a steel cage game that could finally solve their rival. The Sarray seemed to go out into Geargirl Gear before turning into his unique clothing into a ring, becoming the warrior of the sun.
Kayla Inlay challenge it for a moment, Sarray quickly took over. The constant need to tell the world where you are attractive, almost it seems that you are compensating for something. Roderick Strong stands on her road next to the brothers of the belief, and the two groups fought in a team of six-man tags match.Santos Escobar searched for an
advantage against the Champion Breaker NXT. The company only needs to avoid falling into stereotypes. He seemed to be dispersed in the ring against inlay. Anthony of Pinfall.GradEnalysysysafter all the construct for Anthony as a man of action, is released as a generic heel against hunting. However, while he rested, he earned more strength and
speed. He is still no more exciting performer in the ring, but the general presentation works. Stratton was involved late, trying to motivate Miller by throwing her black paper. She and toxic attraction are too dimensionali.Ray is doing a bit heavy lift as the character and performer much more interesting. The two vertical supolexes side-by-side
hits.legado of the ghost has changed the momentum of the match after Santos Escobar sent the hard nxt sample into steel steps. Once he feels at ease with the WWE style, he should be a large part of the female division NXT.Duke Hudson explained He attacked Dante Chen to make sure he had gone ahead of NXT.Carmelo Hayes gave credit to
Cameron Grimes. Great man needs to show that it is Of Pure Size.Robert Stone spoke the potential of Von Wagner, not only in NXT but also the WWE overall. Stratton throughout. Stratton is offered to take Amari Miller Shopping with his special black Visa card if he could break down Wendy choo.choo didn't shoot against Miller soon because of his
need to sleep. But Williams makeup has not seriously taken the challenger. He came to challenge the North American NXT champion. Trick told Grimes that he was not worthy to fight the sample, but the challenger was clearly under the sample skin. Miller was a rethinking, but she seemed solid in the match.Nikkita Lyons talked about his education
and plans to take the upper hand of NXT 2.0, hoping to move from music to Wrestling.Brooks Jensen could not get a clear advice from Inden Hartwell And Dexter Lumis on how to ask Kayden Carter, and Draco Anthony explained the hard work he put every day to be fantastic. Anthamony threw the hunt with ease, even with hunting enthusiasts.
Lagado of the ghost impresses always, so the general demonstration was exciting, even with the predictable result. The Blackheart cannot simply play protector for the long-term NXT sample. Lei verbal motifs of her are not blocked, so she was planning to get physicists to prove. She didn't take this clean, but it works to build her curriculum of her
.knight against apple and grimes are among the most charismatic artists of NXT. It would be intelligent revisit this dynamics longer along the line.Fans will bring some time to accept the new name of Gunther, but the talent of him and the gimmick of him have not changed. Even the trick has been constantly fun. Brizzed young veterans mock the
whole group, promising to beat them in the classic semi-final of the tagged dusty team next Gay is a priority character for the brand, and needs great victories. The two would compete one-on-one.While Knight cannot get his hands on Grayson Waller due to a restrictive order, she still had other rivals a Diamond Pinfall Mine.Gradeea-AnalysanyShis
was a good six-man tag game, a rarity in the recent WWE, but the imperium has always been good together. It's his man and needs to find a fresh corner or move raw or smackdown before long. In the 1 February edition, the Imperium tried to continue a new era of domination by taking the diamond mine, while tying the ghost wanted to make a
statement at the expense of Bron Breaker.Gunther promised Marcel Bartel and Fabian Aichner who will help them Assume NXT. The knight was barely to avoid an account outside, but he walked directly into the handspring clothesline, giving the gacy the victory. The playful knight taught before Sanga placed him with a cokeslam. He couldn't find a
way to stand out and seemed to be a talent for improvement for a NXT star cares more. It was fun to see that the professor finds the role of him as the motivated teacher of Babyface. Wilde tried to keep it isolated, but breakker hit a German suspension version that created the Blackheart for the hot.cint tag running on both men and then tried to work
together with breakker. Miller of Pinfall.Gradec + Analysistratton and Choo worked well together here. Waller told him he could raise the restrictive order, but only if the knight can beat Sanga next week. He promised rosely she would come back to Her.Klr turned back and sent Roses running, and fell into the arms of the Malik's Lama like him and
Edis Enofi were preparing for the next round of the dusty team team. The great man distracted the knight to allow Waller to hit a rolled cutter outside. The Locked Brutus Imperium leader in a sleeper hold and then cut into the carpet, followed by a powerbomb to seal it.Diamond Mine Promised to refocus and earn a shot at the TEMS championships
from NXT. KLR has downloaded spaghetti on her and destroy it with a cake. After the main event, Ray Forced Rose to accept a title match next week before posing it posing it With a KLR bomb.gradeb-analysis of a segment served its purpose. Jade by Pinfall.Gradeb + AnalysisThis was a classic history of wrestling. The Underdog Rookie fought with all
the heart of him to show that he could hang with a veteran. He was worried that the veteran would challenge him, so he was training earlier than ever. He would fight with Joe gay this week. With a short delay in the Dusty Tag Team Classic, the show of Tuesday was focused on the other great rivalries on the roster. The fight started before the bell.
He feels more like a fully realized superstar. Mandy Rose tried to talk to her, saying that her talent has not replaced the power of the star of God's creation. Instead, he distracted her for a double ax handle that runs that sealed the three count.Afterward, Stratton made Choo had stolen the His black card.Resultchoo Def. He hoped to isolate him twoon-one against Raul Mendoza and Joaquin Wilde, but Tommaso Ciampa intensified to help him in a match tag match.cora Jade wanted to prove to Raquel Gonzalez. She retired for the moment. Management + analysis, was strangely embarrassing. Both women fit more in NXT with time, and the corner is starting to heat. This story is more inclined to
fail than succeed, but has a decent base for the next ancient in the coming weeks. Knight by Pinfall.Gradecanalissysistis was a more angle than a game, even if it gave a loss of the knight. Having the two discharins to each other would have been better as a segment of two-minute interviews in backstage.Joe Gacy told La Knight that he needed to go on
his feud with Grayson Waller. His he is chaotic energy and the baseball bat make it quite dangerous to feel as if he could take all the toxic attraction alone. It would be nice for To cut a different promotion occasionally. Inlay by Pinfall.Gradecanalysysisit is difficult to make sure you run the gimmick of Sarray, but this seems that it should be much
better for potential moving to WWE. The hoardings of him were ridiculous but but Gonzalez gave Cora Jade a last chance to get out of this match, but Jade has come with confidence up to all the same. However, the skater has quickly lost its smile while Big Mami was tortured with the technical offense. He got his victory to establish his probable loss
for Wagner.tommaso Ciampa and Bron Breaker seemed a well-oiled car together, breaking down Raul Mendoza and Joaquin Wilde with ease. It was nice to see more than what the skater can do .nxt played intelligently with the jade. While Gonzalez goes into a side Slam, jade spilled into an octopus Hold.Jade hit gonzalez repeatedly with his knees and
hit a big takedown steep. Wilde and Mendoza by Pinfall.GradeBanalysisciampa and Breaker are Ciampa and Johnny Gargano, but this was a solid tag team that works well to sell their dynamics. Waller remains an important feud for NXT 2.0. It is likely that the million dollars mega star eventually will lose for Waller to help him build it, but he has the
chance to help develop Sanga even next week's week. Somehow, Breaker has kicked out.ciampa has sent wilde from the upper rope through the announcement table to allow the NXT sample to hit the Powerslam military print on Mendoza for Vittoria.Resultbreaker and Ciampa Def. Once the action is calmed, the imperium has taken over, isolating
Julius Creed in the group corner. Julius rendered Marcel Bartel to escape and tagged to Roderick Forte to contend with Fabian Aichner. Aicner.
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